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T

Thanks for the Memory. When I
heard this was ATFP’s November
theme, a multitude of fond philatelic
thoughts came streaming forth. To
limit my rambling, I decided to use
the other November memory-provoking
theme of Thanksgiving.
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with them now as young adults and hear them recount
their fond memories of our Stamp Busters Bunch.

S

unday afternoons at Smith’s Stamp Shop.
That’s Ernie Smith in Madison, Wis., whose
store was across from East Towne Mall. Ernie
was a well-respected dealer and my mentor when I
re-entered the hobby in the early 1980s. A gang of
the usual Sunday group would venture to his shop
and enjoy the camaraderie as much as browsing
through his stock. Ernie eventually moved to Florida.
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ISSUE THEME:

hrill. Who can forget the thrill of a find?
Mine came after going through hundreds and
perhaps a thousand covers, mostly franked
Thanks for the
with the common U.S. Flag Over Porch issue coverimbel’s. Those from the Milwaukee area,
Memory
ing first-class postage at the time. I remember gasping
where I was born and raised, will recall the
when I hit a possible rare variety. I set it aside and
Gimbel’s Department Store stamp counter.
went back to it with shaking hands a few hours later.
I’d visit it often with my babysitting money to purNow my heart was pounding as it proved to be the
chase affordable items of interest. My mom found
“real thing.” Today it is still one of only two such
it handy as an outlet for my Christmas gifts of Harris
known varieties on cover.
albums and supplies.
usband. It’s about my husband’s encouragenvitations. On two occasions, the Janesville
ment at my first encounter with organized
Stamp Club invited me as guest of honor at their
philately. I was contemplating throwing my
annual dinner gathering. And now I get to thank
name in the hat for president of the Badger Stamp
the club again for those delightful evenings! Haven’t
Club. His advice: “You can do it!” “You should do
seen your WFSC region VP for a while? Perhaps you
it!” Ever since, his support has always been there.
INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
should invite him to your annual social event or just
Well, there could be an ulterior motive. You see, he
do a little something special at one of your meetings.
President’s
Message
1
is a dedicated hobbyist himself, and getting “her"
What better way to get more acquainted with him and
entrenched, takes the pressure off the time and
Federation Focus
2
encourage return visits.
money he devotes to his interests. It works.
TOSAPEX Covers
2
olunteers. This is about the many wonderful
MERIPEX ’86. It was my first experience
A
Cover
For
All
Programs
3
people I’ve met throughout the years. These
at an international show. It was a busy time
Memories
of
a
1967
Prison
Stamp
are the people, such as the WFSC region VPs
4
as the Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs
Show
mentioned above, who keep philately going. It’s
had a booth at the event and was involved on several
about the two faithful assistants that helped with my
Cornering the Market
5
other fronts. But I most enjoyed the time spent comStamp Buster’s Bunch, officers of the Badger Stamp
pleting my Passport Book. What fun visiting all the
A September to Remember6
Club, those who prepare and present educational proPostal Administration booths, selecting a stamp or set
Grand Opening of the Gross
grams, and the list goes on. Think about your own
Stamp Gallery
to affix to the appropriate page, and then get the counlist, and be sure to thank each of them.
try show cancel. I still have that book.
A Quick Trip to the Netherlands
7
nnovations. Modern innovations in U.S. stamp
ewsletters. I’ve been involved with three.
Thanks
for
the
Memory
Poem
8
production have opened up opportunities for
When the second came along, The Philatelic
inexpensive ground-floor collecting specialties.
What’s Wrong With This Cover? 8
Observer, journal of the Junior Philatelists
Learning about the abundance of varieties has susof America, I was forced to become more computer
Show Schedule and Calendar
9
tained my stamp collecting interests and they continue
literate and learn advanced software for desktop pubto flow from the presses. While all these look-alikes
lishing and graphics. It’s been a blessing ever since,
turned many off of U.S. collecting, they turned me on.
od. Thanks be to God,
extending to my personal stamp collecting projects
who has provided me with
ights. That would be late nights to the
in creating my own album pages, etc. Furthermore,
the opportunity to enjoy
wee hours of the morning. Nights spent
I hope keeping up with the electronic age is fending
all these memories. May you be
on the debut of my one and only serious
off some of the senior citizen gray matter issues.
exhibit and the elation of achieving a first-place
so blessed as well. 
ids. The wonderful feeling it was after a sucribbon. This was at a local show, however, and
cessful meeting with those kids. I spent 17
my aspirations faded as it moved on to WISCOPEX,
years as youth coordinator for Badger Stamp
which is a regional competition, and I realized I’d
Club. How gratifying it was to see them excited to
never be able to afford the material needed to
learn about the hobby and overjoyed at the simple
advance to a higher level. Oh well, it was a good
treasures they took home to add to their collections.
learning experience.
More rewarding, though, is to occasionally meet up
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FEDERATION FOCUS
By Karen Weigt

T

he WFSC’s fall Executive Board meeting
is scheduled for October 26 at
TOSAPEX, which is just beyond the
press date for this month’s Across the Fence
Post. Consequently, the outcome of decisions
made at that meeting will appear in the
December issue.
The major agenda item is options for
a WISCOPEX 2014. At this time, no club has
volunteered to host our annual exhibition. Do
we drop WISCOPEX or does the WFSC sponsor
the event on its own? And, if so, when? where?
and so forth.
We’ll also hear final reports on our StampShow 2013 activity, review an ATFP ad policy,
update some WFSC standing rules, and look
at forming an Internet Committee to keep us
current with what’s going on out there in
cyberspace. Two other New Business items are
to revitalize a WFSC region VP award, and
whether or not to donate funds to the APS
Stamps Teach program. 

TOSAPEX Covers Available

T

he Wauwatosa Philatelic Society has two Civil War covers for sale in conjunction
with TOSAPEX 2013. The one for October 26, 2013, is a picture of Camp Sigel,
which was located at Oakland and Wells Streets in 1861 (Figure 1). This is one of
the four camps that were in the Milwaukee area during the Civil War. The cancel depicts
the surrender of General Lee to General Grant. The second cover, for October 27, 2013, is
a portrait of eight-year-old Edward Black, the youngest drummer boy in the Civil War
(Figure 2). The cancel shows him holding his drum.
The covers are $2.50 each. Mail orders should include a #10 SASE with a check made
out to “Wauwatosa Philatelic Society” or “WPS.” Send to Carol Schutta, 6814 Southview
Circle, West Bend, WI 53090.
Figure 1. The October 26th cover shows
Camp Sigel in Milwaukee

CALL FOR MATERIALS
Your input into Across the Fence Post is not only
important on a regular basis, but is also urgently
needed. Please consider writing a letter to the
editor, a feature, or even a caption for your
favorite cover or philatelic item. Please send
submissions to:
Editor Aimée Devine
(spanishmoss72@sbcglobal.net) or
2111 E. Luther Rd., Janesville, WI 53545

Figure 2. The October
27th cover has a picture of the youngest
drummer boy in the
Civil War
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COVER CONCEPTS

A Cover for All Programs
By Robert J. Mather

T

his is the story about a philatelic cover
that has allowed me to have literally
hours and hours of fun with the hobby.
It began about 20 years ago when I stopped in
at a stamp store in Waukesha for no apparent
reason. MaryAnn Bowman, who was in the
store, knew that I was looking for a new collecting field at the time, since I no longer was
finding United Nations material that I did not
already have. She handed me a lovely allover
cacheted cover which depicted Mexican Lieutenant Romero and his men inside a western
fort, the Presidio, in Tucson, Ariz. (Figure 1).
These men were ready to ride out into Indian
country to find a land route to California.
The cachet depicted the men, their mounts,
and several pack donkeys, loaded with supplies. MaryAnn said to me, “Here is something for you to collect. Collect donkeys.”
I had no interest in collecting donkeys,
much less anything else topical, as I felt that
you could never get a complete topical collection and that had always been my goal. With
a country collection, you could get Nos. 1-100
and eventually get every stamp that the country
produced. Not so with topicals. The cover did
indeed catch my eye, however, as I found the
cachet quite appealing. So, for $2, I took it
home. From that time on, I never looked back,
and donkeys, both in the stamps and in the
animals have become my favorite things.
As a result of this lovely cover, I have been
able to put together a 10-frame exhibit which
tells the story of the donkey from the time it
was a little fox-like animal up to the present
day. It even looks at the future of the donkey.
It has won many gold awards and my only
purpose in showing it now is to let people see
what a cute and loveable animal it is and how
man has mistreated it over the centuries. I have
spent more money than I ever would have imagined on “donkey” items, and the hobby
abounds with stamps with donkeys on them.
Probably 80% of the stamps with donkeys are
Christmas stamps with the manger scene and
the flight into Egypt. It has been a most rewarding trip looking for philatelic donkeys.
But, back to the original cover. I attend
several Milwaukee-area stamp clubs and I
found that whenever a show-and-tell program
was scheduled, it seemed like my special cover
fit the bill. I would take it to the meetings and
when it was my turn I would display the cover
until it got laughable. I am convinced that this
cover could be used for every Show and Tell
that could be scheduled and if I dared, I would
show it at every meeting I attend.
A few of the programs that I used this cover for are as follows:
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A “Get-Away” travel
vacation with a stamp
theme.



A one-page philatelic
term presentation.



Alphabet Night– the
letter T (Also used for
several other letters as
they were scheduled).



My favorite philatelic
item (of course!).



A 3-minute talk on
some philatelic term
using a philatelic item



A program titled,
“What did you do this
summer for/with/on
your collection?”



My oldest philatelic
Figure 2. The author’s “oldest philatelic item”
item– the stamp on
the cover somehow
became an 1875 stamp
(Figure 2).



A philatelic ornaments
and decoration program
gave the cover a Christmas stamp and cancel
(Figure 3).



A “Steeped in Literature” program tied the
cover to James Fennimore Cooper.



One show-and-tell
asked for a cover that
fit one of several categories, including an
“Allover Cachet.”



“Unusual rates or a
specific class of postal
service” was no problem for this cover.



A cover displaying a
“space-related” cancel
that compares Lieutenant Romero with space
explorers (Figure 4).



An “On to California”
program was exactly what this cover was
made for.

Figure 1. The cover that started it all

Figure 3. The author’s solution to “A philatelic item depicting a
Christmas ornament or decoration”

Figure 4. A space-related cover

All in all, this cover was the most rewarding and satisfying item that I have ever had
the pleasure of having. I have made it into
Across the Fence Post

a one-frame exhibit and expect much more
pleasure with it in the future.
Look for Bob’s next article on donkeys in
the December issue of ATFP.
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FEATURE ARTICLE

Memories of a 1967 Prison Stamp Club Show
By John St. Onge

I

t was a dark and rainy night and I was on
my way to prison. I was going, not as an
inmate, but to attend the 906 Stamp Club
Show on a Sunday night in February, 1967.
There was a cold and misty rain, almost like
sleet, and it was bone-chilling.
I had driven down the deserted two-lane
state highway 1A, to Walpole from Norwood,
Mass. in my ’67 Ford, and turned right onto
the long curving road to the main entrance
and parked in the lot. Strangely, no one else
was around. I had expected to see more people,
but I was alone. I pulled up the collar, buttoned
my raincoat, and pulled down the brim on my
hat as I locked my car. As I walked toward
the entrance (Figure 1), I read the sign carved
in concrete above the double doors,
“Massachusetts State Prison.”

Figure 1. Entrance to Walpole State Prison

Inside, the large reception room was dark
except for the light coming from the station on
the opposite wall. Three uniformed guards
were standing around a desk and I walked
toward them and handed my pass to one of
them. He read the paper and compared it to
the names on a clipboard list and then gave me
instructions. I was to pass through the doors
until I was outside, and then to proceed straight
ahead and up the stairs and through the doors
that I would see. He also stamped my wrist
with an invisible mark. Then he pressed a large
red button on the wall next to a solid-looking
steel door with a small window in it.
The door latch snapped loudly and the
door swung open. I was somewhat surprised
that I was not being escorted and, with a bit
of trepidation, I walked forward into a brightly
lit chamber about the size of an elevator car.
The door behind me slammed closed and
latched with a loud clank. No question, I was
locked inside the small room. In front of me
was another door with a small window.
After a few moments, the loud clank of the
locking mechanism in the door in front of me
filled the room, and the door swung open to
Page 4

reveal a long hallway with
another door at the far end.
I walked forward, and as I
proceeded down the hallway, I again heard the door
behind me locking. As I
approached the third door,
it opened and again I was
faced with a small elevatorsized room with another
door. I was locked into this
room for a few moments, the
Figure 2. The author’s show pass/ticket was mailed in this cover
next door opened and, finally, I was outside in the misty
rain again. I realized that now I was inside the
to keep them dry and prepared to make my
prison walls. Looking straight ahead I saw a
escape. Again walking and feeling very alone,
stairway and a set of doors about 75 feet away I retraced my steps down the stairs, out into the
and started walking. Again there was no one
cold mist, across the yard, and to the first door,
else around. As far as I could tell I was the
which magically opened before me to allow me
only one there besides the three guards back
to enter the same little room. This time, looking
at the reception room.
up, I noticed that the ceilings were all glass and
I entered the next building and passed
that there were prison guards observing my
through a lobby, and was inside a dimly lit
passage through each room.
auditorium with theater seating sloping toward
Finally, only after the last door opened, the
a stage. Along the rear of the room were a
guard with the UV wand had illuminated the
number of tables, and around the room were
invisible stamp on my wrist, and I was actually
displays. As I was entering, the attendees were out in the parking lot, did I feel a real sense of
being asked to be seated, so I found a seat and
relief and of being free.
took off my coat.
********************
The program was beginning. A speaker
Why on earth did I go to the prison? I had
introduced a number of dignitaries and guests. found out about the stamp show to be held at
Then another speaker, an inmate I surmised
the Walpole prison from a stamp collector
by his clothing, gave a short speech about the
friend, and from a flier I had obtained while
recent activities of the stamp club. The first
visiting the Spellman Philatelic Museum in
speaker returned to announce that the program Weston, Mass.
was over, that displays and dealers’ tables
Out of curiosity, I decided to go to the
were now open, and that purchases could only show. From the flier I learned that it was
be made with script that was available from an necessary to apply in advance for a pass/ticket.
exchange table manned by prison officers.
I had filled out the form and mailed it to the
I decided to view the displays, then to
given address, and about a week later, the
check with the dealers to see if there was
pass/ticket arrived by mail in a No. 10 businesssomething I wished to buy before exchanging
sized envelope. For the return address it had
any cash for script.
a large version of the “globe and hand shake”
The displays, many of which were album
symbol used by the 906 Stamp Club and was
pages pinned to clothes lines, were interesting
postmarked Saturday, February 4, 1967
to me, because I had been pretty much a lone
(Figure 2). I still have this cover and the cachet
collector and had never been to a show before. that I purchased inside the prison and was
I was impressed by the collections and
mailed to me on Monday, February 13, 1967,
especially the way the stamps were neatly
in my collection (Figure 3, next page). Looking
arranged on sheets with fancy ornate borders.
back, I must have been a rather naive young
For the first time I saw topical collections.
man in my twenties. If I knew then what I have
At the 906 Stamp Club table I found
learned since, I probably would not have gone
a cachet cover that I decided to buy as a souve- to the prison.
nir for the evening. So, I bought just enough
I didn’t know it, but the Walpole State
script at the prison officers’ table and returned Prison was notorious. A maximum security
to the 906 table to exchange the script for
facility, it has since its beginning had a reputamy purchase.
tion as being one of the most violent penitenAfter about 45 minutes, having seen every- tiaries in the country. It was opened in 1956
thing that there was, I found my raincoat and
(Continued on next page)
hat, tucked my purchases into an inside pocket
Across the Fence Post
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FEATURE ARTICLE (Cont’d.)
(Continued from page 4)
and not long after was the site of several serious riots. At least six books have been published concerning conditions at Walpole and,
over the years, it has housed several infamous
inmates. But at the time, having recently moved
from Wisconsin, I was blissfully ignorant and
knew nothing of that.
The prison is still operating today but its
name has been changed to Massachusetts Correctional Institution – Cedar Junction. The citizens of the town of Walpole, tired of their town
name being associated with the infamous prison, petitioned for the name change.
You might be wondering what has happened to the 906 Stamp Club. It was founded
in 1956, with the help of prominent outside
stamp collecting advisors and mentors from the
Boston area and beyond. It continued its activities until at least 1972, as evidenced by commemorative cachets that it produced and other
philatelic items. Interestingly it began a local
post service between the prison and the South
Walpole Post Office in 1969, and on April 24,
1971, celebrated its 15th anniversary with an
impressive gathering of notable collectors,
exhibitors, and dealers. Unfortunately, the
event and probably the future of the club was
doomed by subsequent newspaper reports that
four collections estimated at $20,000 disappeared at that show. After that, except for a
postcard notice for one more annual meeting
scheduled for May 15, 1972, no more 906
events seem to have occurred.

be something different and interesting for my
fellow collectors. I started digging through my
boxes of covers and without too much trouble,
I found the several covers and cachets that had
been mailed to me by the 906 Stamp Club and
were postmarked in early 1967 by the South
Walpole, MA 02071 Post Office. To prepare
for my presentation, I started searching the
Web for more about the 906 Stamp Club and
the Walpole State Prison. I quickly found out
there was a gold mine of information and colFigure 3. Show cover purchased by author
lectible items available on the Internet.
As a result, I have learned a lot and have
********************
obtained several more cachets and local post
In early 1968 I was transferred from my
items related to the 906 Stamp Club with postemployer’s Boston office to the New York area marks ranging from 1960 to 1972, and I’m
and I forgot about the 906 Stamp Club and the attempting to find out what happened to the
Walpole State Prison until late 2012. So what
club in 1972. Was it disbanded by the prison
sparked my renewed interest in the 906 Stamp officials or, more likely, did the reported theft
Club after 45 years?
cause outside participation by exhibitors and
Today I am in my seventies and I’m still a dealers to dry up? It’s really like a mystery
stamp collector. Unlike earlier years as a lone
story and I'm still looking for more clues. 
collector, in my retirement I enjoy belonging to
John St. Onge has been an-on-and-off stamp
a stamp club, the Waukesha County Philatelic
collector
since his youth when his grandmother
Society. At one of our regular meetings, memgave him a U.S. stamp album for his eighth
bers were assigned the task of presenting a
birthday and his first stamp, the 3₵ American
short talk about the most interesting stamp
Turners. He was mostly interested in U.S.
show that they had ever attended.
stamps and started collecting French stamps
My first reaction was that I had rarely atafter a year-long stint working in that country in
tended stamp shows and certainly could not
the 1990s. This is his first effort in publishing a
recall one that would be interesting to talk
philatelic history article. If you have any inforabout. But then I remembered going to the
Walpole State Prison show. Surely that would mation about the 906 Stamp Club, please contact John at jcstonge2@gmail.com.

COLLECTING MEMORIES
By John Paré

Cornering the Market?

S

ometime in the early 1970s, I
resurrected my boyhood stamp
collection from storage. It had resided
in a footlocker for about 10 years while I did
my time in the Marine Corps, went to college,
and found a woman to marry. Settled into a
home in Madison, I was ready to start collecting again. My serious collecting interest has
always been Bermuda commercial airmail and
first flights. One day I came home from a show
in Janesville, the proud owner of a first flight
cover flown on June 16, 1937, by Imperial
Airways from Bermuda to New York – the
first commercial flight ever from Bermuda
carrying paying passengers. It was a beauty
and I still have it (Figure 1).
I went to the library and found the
American Air Mail Society Catalogue. It
listed this cover (F-17-1) and assigned it
a modest value. Next to the entry was “38”
which I interpreted to mean that 38 covers had
Page 5

been carried
on the flight.
I was off
to the races
and within a
few months
I had found
nine similar
covers. Imagine my exFigure 1. The first flight cover bought by the author
citement. I
now had 10 of
the 38 covers that were carried on that flight.
whenever I think about this. I am laughing
I was slowly cornering the market – or so
right now as I look at the AAMS catalogue,
I thought. At the next show, I mentioned my
Volume Three, Sixth Edition, page 182, where
good fortune to a dealer friend. He got out his they report that, “Bermuda sources reported
AAMS catalogue, opened to the appropriate
11,000 pieces of mail” carried on the flight. So
page and roared with laughter. He then inmuch for cornering the market! 
formed me that the “38” meant that the flight
had carried thirty-eight bags of mail not thirtyeight covers. We laughed then and I laugh now
Across the Fence Post
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A September to RememberGrand Opening of the Gross Stamp Gallery
By MaryAnn Bowman

T

he invitation arrived in early July.
It was a thick envelope cancelled
from the National Postal Museum.
Inside was an elaborate card with a pocket
containing information detailing the three
major events to be held September 20-22,
2013, marking the grand opening of the
William H. Gross Stamp Gallery.
The weekend of the Gross Stamp Gallery
Grand Opening is an experience I will long
remember. I had the good fortune to be in
Washington, D.C. in July 1993 when the
National Postal Museum had its original
opening and so it was even more special
that I had an opportunity to be a part of this
celebration as well.
As a member of the Council of Philatelists,
we were included in all of the “doings” for the
three-day weekend of activities. Friday evening
started out with an appetizer reception for the
National Postal Museum staff to acknowledge
their role in the planning of the new gallery.
This was followed by a dinner to recognize
the 2013 Smithsonian Philatelic Achievement
Award recipients, David Richard Beech and
George Jay Kramer. Beech, from Great Britain,
has been the curator of the British Library Philatelic Collections since 1983. Kramer, an exhibitor and author, has received the Champion
of Champions award three times. Interestingly,
in his acceptance speech, he spoke of the times
he has reached out to youth and talked to them
about our hobby. After the dinner, guests were
invited to a preview of the new Gross Gallery.
More about that later.
Saturday evening’s gala event was a blacktie dinner. Approximately 300 donors and
guests were given the red carpet treatment and
photographed against a backdrop featuring the
name of the gallery. A reception in the downstairs atrium of the museum was followed by
the program and dinner to honor major donor
Bill Gross, whose donations to the museum
made the construction of the gallery possible.
Even the dinner had philatelic elements
with the steaks being branded/cancelled with
the name of the gallery and the sweet treats at
the table included cookies that were decorated
with stamp images such as Amelia Earhart and
Owney, the postal dog. Dinner was followed
by the unveiling of the new $2 Inverted Jenny
stamp and a ribbon-cutting ceremony that officially opened the Gross Gallery. Guests walked
among the exhibits and took in the immensely
impressive displays and interactive activities.
The evening concluded with the illumination
of the stamp-design stained glass windows
(Figure 1). The “Windows into America”
Page 6

The new Gross Gallery has six thematic
areas containing stunning displays and interactive audio-visuals that reveal amazing stories
that showcase the museum’s holdings.
Throughout the thematic
areas are hundreds of
pull-out frames containing more than 20,000
objects and providing
opportunities to view
philatelic items that have
never been on public
Figure 1. A close-up of the “Windows into
display (Figure 3).
America” display at the NPM
The thematic areas
are World of Stamps,
display contains more than 50 stamp images
Gems of American Phiincluding the Inverted Jenny.
lately, Mail Marks HisSunday was the official first day that the
tory, Connect with U.S.
Figure 3. Museum
new Gross Gallery was open to the public.
Stamps, the National
visitors viewing a
Family activities, tours, and programs were
Stamp Salon, and
pull-out panel of
offered throughout the day. Events included
Stamps Around the
the special installation ceremony for the Medal Globe. The Postmasters’ fancy cancels
of Honor presented by the family of David
Suite houses rotating
McNery and the first-day-of-issue ceremony
exhibits, currently featuring Favorite Finds,
for the Inverted Jenny stamp souvenir sheet.
through the end of the year. A new exhibit:
Pacific Exchange: China and U.S. Mail opens
in March 2014.
Children will find many things to keep
their interest. Anyone attending can take home
free stamps to begin their own collection. In the
Connect with U.S. Stamps area of the gallery,
there are touchscreen tables that allow guests to
sort through the National Postal Museum’s
collection and create their own stamp collection
based on the topics that interest them most.
These mini-albums can then be emailed directly to themselves. Nearby is another interactive
Figure 2. The unveiling of the Inverted
exhibit where visitors can create a stamp design
Jenny
using their own image (a camera takes four
Family activities at the museum that day
quick photos and you choose the image you
included making your own stamp collection,
prefer) and again have it emailed to themselves.
a stamp design contest, a correspondence/
Time and space do not allow me to do juswriting activity for families, and a scavenger
tice to the hands-on activities that you can exhunt with prizes. Visitors could meet-and-greet perience at the National Postal Museum nor to
Benjamin Franklin, Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, the many displays and audio-visual activities
and Tweety.
that comprise the new gallery. Whether or not
The museum also includes the new Byrne
you plan on visiting the National Postal MuseEducational Loft, an area designated to be
um, you can experience some of the excitement
used by educational groups such as schools
of the new gallery by visiting the website:
and stamp clubs. During the grand opening,
www.postalmuseum.si.edu/stampgallery/
this facility was used to host the Correspondindex.html.
ence Salon. Sessions were 45 minutes with
About the only thing that could be more
reservations requested, although some walk-ins memorable for me would be if I were to open
were allowed the day of the event. Attendees
one of the Inverted Jenny envelopes and disreceived correspondence kits that included
cover that I had one of the 100 intentionally
a variety of papers and envelopes, cinderella
produced copies of the uninverted Jenny
stamps, stickers, and a selection of themed
souvenir sheet. 
postage that could be used for mailing the
Photos are from the National Postal Museum’s
finished product with a special cancellation
website.
from the museum.
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A Quick Trip to the Netherlands
By Ray Perry

M

any of you know that I have a very
wide range of stamp collecting interests. When I was about eight years
old, my grandfather gave me an envelope full
of mostly old European stamps – I was hooked
right from the start. I think that same year my
parents gave me a Minkus worldwide stamp
album and I started mounting some of the
stamps from my grandfather. I got into collecting U.S. stamps and my parents fed my interest
by purchasing new mint stamps for me at the
post office. One of the plate blocks that I acquired early on as a kid commemorated Winslow Homer. Scott 1207 was issued in 1962 and
shows his painting “Breezing Up.” Shown in
Figure 1 is a plate block of this stamp that I
acquired at the Wauwatosa Post Office as a kid.
Homer’s painting “Boys in a Pasture” was also
depicted on a stamp issued on August 12, 2010.

Figure 1. A plate block of Homer’s “Breezing
Up”

As I got into high school, I put my stamp
collection away – there were just too many
other things going on like football, golf, homework, girls – you get the picture. I didn’t stop
accumulating; every once in a while I would
pick up a plate block of the latest new commemorative and I always saved the used stamps
that were much more common on mail back
then, but I really didn’t do much more than
accumulate. I went off to college, then got
married. A series of events brought us to Iron
Mountain, Mich. While we lived there, I joined
the local Kiwanis Club. One of the first programs that I saw as a member of the Kiwanis
Club was a presentation on stamp collecting
put on by a fellow newcomer to the Iron
Mountain area – none other than Northwoods
Philatelic Society and GBPS member, Jim
Stearns. Well, that program fanned the old
flickering collecting embers into a full-blown
fire and I have been actively collecting ever
since. The Stearns and Perry families have
been fast friends to this day.
When I got back into stamp collecting the
suggestion was made to collect whatever and
however you wanted, but be a little selective.
Don’t try to collect every stamp issued every
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year around the world. I knew I wanted to collect U.S. used, mint, and plate blocks and some
kind of foreign stamps. I had the old European
stamps from my grandfather. For sentimental
reasons wanted to hang on to those and expand
on them if possible, so I decided to collect earlier (before 1950) stamps from around the world.
In addition, I wanted to pick out a country to
collect. I asked my wife what she thought. She
came up with the Netherlands. Maybe it was
her Dutch ancestry, I don’t know. I researched
Dutch stamps and found that I liked them so I
started a Dutch collection.
The Netherlands issued their first stamp
on January 1, 1852 (Figure 2). This stamp
features a portrait of King William III, the last
male monarch in the Netherlands until earlier
this year when Willem
Alexander was crowned
king on April 30. King
William III was succeeded
by his daughter, Wilhelmina. Wilhelmina was born
to William III and his
second wife relatively late
in the king’s life. Shown
Figure 2. The
in Figure 3 are Dutch
first stamp
stamps (Scott 278-81)
issued by the
showing a portrait of
Netherlands
Queen Wilhelmina.

Figure 4. Dutch stamps with an interesting
footnote in the Scott catalog

of them was designated for child welfare or
cultural and social purposes. Of those issued for
child welfare, one set stands out for me. That is
Scott B180-84 issued on December 1, 1947.
Shown in Figure 5 are the two designs. Don’t
you just love
the picture of
the baby?
It just
wouldn’t be
Holland without a windmill.
This set of five
semi-postals
Figure 5. Dutch semi-postal
was issued on stamps
April 26, 1963.
The surtax was for social and cultural purposes.
Check out the subtlety of the
colors (Figure 6).
There are many more
beautiful and interesting

Figure 3. Dutch stamps featuring Queen
Wilhelmina

I think that one of the more attractive sets
of Dutch stamps is Scott 262-65. The Scott
catalogue has an interesting footnote about this
set. It states that “these stamps were used
onboard Dutch war and merchant ships until
Netherlands’ liberation.” They are shown in
Figure 4. They have a fairly simple design, but
to my eye the engraving is very clean and crisp.
Netherlands has issued a fairly large number of semi-postal stamps. The surtax on most
Across the Fence Post

Figure 6. Windmill semi-postal stamps

stamps issued by Holland, this is just a sampling. Someday, maybe my wife and I will
get to visit the Netherlands. Until then, I will
continue to visit the country through the
philatelic world. I hope that you have enjoyed
my story of stamp collecting and our trip to
the Netherlands. 

Ray Perry is the editor for the Green Bay Philatelic Society newsletter. This article originally
appeared in the GBPS newsletter last spring.
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Thanks for the Memory

C

omedian Bob Hope made his screen debut in the Paramount Pictures film "The Big Broadcast of 1938." In one scene, the song
“Thanks for the Memory,” is sung by Hope and Shirley Ross. The
song won the 1939 Oscar for Best Song. In a contest sponsored by MILCOPEX in 2009, collectors were challenged to rewrite the words so the
song had a philatelic bend. The prize-winning version to the right was
written by Wayne Youngblood, former editor of ATFP. The movie clip
featuring the song, can be seen on YouTube at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKgUq5dziEk.

Thanks for the Memory
Thanks for the memory:
Of stamps found in a lot, covers that we’ve bought,
Of wond’rous Milwaukee shows and other venues
that we’ve sought.
How lucky we were.
And thanks for the memory:
Of dealers on the floor, the wish of finding more,
Then finding buried treasure that really left us
feeling poor;
How joyous it was.
But such folly leaves me stone cold broke
Since spending all my hard-earned cash.
Completely depleting my deep stash,
Cheaper entertainment is for me.
So, thanks for the memory:
Of soaking every stamp, still feeling that they’re
damp.
Then laying them on papers ‘neath the heat of the
lamp;
How frustrated I was.
And, thanks for the memory:
Of mounting pages more, with prose that I adore,
Then finding that the layout and the write-up is
a bore
How painful it was.
Thanks for the memory:
Of banquets that we ate, rubber chicken that we
hate,
And desserts made of fresh berries and of rich
sweet chocolate How tasty they were.
Gone are those critiques on late Sunday.
We knew that we had been to a great show.
And even as we watch MILCOPEX still grow,
I wish that you were going, too.
So, thanks for the memory:
Of the friendships that we’ve sown, collectors that
we’ve known.
Relationships that leave you feeling warm down
to the bone.
Thank you so much.
-Wayne Youngblood 
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What’s Wrong With This Cover?
By Robert Henak
Here’s a nice, neat
cover, but something is
just not right. Does anyone
know what is wrong here?
If you think you have
the answer, please let me
know. I will report the
answer, and identify
anyone who got it right,
in a future article. Please
send answers to Robert
Henak, P.O. Box 170832,
Milwaukee, WI 53217 or
henak8010@sbcglobal.net.


Call for Hall of Fame

Nominations

N





ominations are now being accepted for the 2014 Wisconsin Philatelic Hall of Fame,
which recognizes prominent Wisconsin philatelists for their contributions to the hobby.
The deadline for nominations is December 31, 2013. Qualifications required of nominees
are: (1) contributions of a purely local club nature shall not be the sole reason for selection
to the Hall of Fame; and (2) a deceased philatelist may not be nominated or considered for
selection until three years after his/her death.
Send your nomination(s) together with a statement identifying the nominee, a short
philatelic biography, and the reasons why that person should be selected for the Wisconsin
Philatelic Hall of Fame to Robert J. Mather, Chrmn., Hall of Fame Committee, S56
W29562 Roanoke Dr., Waukesha, WI 53189 or burrobob@wi.rr.com. Only WFSC member clubs may submit nominations, and each nomination must be seconded by two other
member clubs. The nominating club is responsible for making arrangements with the seconding clubs to provide those seconds. The nomination and seconds should be sent to the
chairman of the Hall of Fame Committee in one mailing.

ABCs of Wisconsin
Booklet
To order,
send $2 per copy to:
Aimée Devine
2111 E. Luther Rd.
Janesville, WI 53545
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CHRISTMAS/HOLIDAY AD
To have your club’s name added to the WFSC Christmas
greetings page, send $10 for your listing to:
Dave Carney, Ad Manager,
P.O. Box 55, Kimberly, WI 54136

Deadline: November 15, 2012
Across the Fence Post
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WFSC Show Schedule
(Some dates and details may be subject to change, and there will likely be additional listings.)
List your show, bourse, auction or other event here!
Contact Karen Weigt, 4814 Rose Ct., Middleton, WI 53562.
Phone: 608-836-1509 (kweigt@tds.net)

WFSC CLUB SHOWS
November 9, 2013
OSHKOSH STAMP BOURSE
Oshkosh Philatelic Society
Elk’s Club
175 W. Fernau Ave.
Oshkosh, WI
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Contact: Dave Carney
920-687-9077
dcarney1@new.rr.com

April 13, 2014

January 18-19, 2014

DANEPEX ’14

MSDA WINTER STAMP SHOW

Badger Stamp Club
Crowne Plaza Hotel,
4402 E. Washington Ave. (across
from East Towne Mall), Madison, WI
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Midwest Stamp Dealers Assoc.,
Comfort Inn (formerly Wingate)
600 Milwaukee Ave.
Prospect Heights, IL

Contact: Bob Voss,
P.O. Box 35, McFarland, WI 53558
608-838-1033, lestamps@charter.net

January 25-26, 2014

End of April 2014
OUTAPEX ’14

February 9, 2014
JANESVILLE ANNUAL
EXHIBITION & BOURSE
Janesville Stamp Club
Holiday Inn Express,
3100 Wellington Pl., Janesville, WI
9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Contact: Aimée Devine
2111 E. Luther Rd.
Janesville, WI 53545
608-758-1354
spanishmoss72@sbcglobal.net

March 1-2, 2014

Outagamie Philatelic Society
Appleton, WI
Date and location to be announced

OTHER MAJOR SHOWS

TRI-STATE STAMP EXPO 2013
Tri-State Stamp Club
Hills and Dales Community Center
3505 Stoneman Rd.
Dubuque, IA

November 22-24, 2013

Milwaukee Philatelic Society
St. Aloysius Gonzaga Hall
1435 So. 92nd St., West Allis, WI
Sat. 10:00 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sun. 10:00 a.m. - 3 p.m.

CHICAGOPEX ’13
Chicago Philatelic Society
Westin Chicago Northwest Hotel
400 Park Blvd.
Itasca, IL

Spring 2014
WISCOPEX ’14
To be announced

March 22, 2014

November 29-30, 2013
SUPEX ’13
Operating Engineers Hall
LaGrange Rd. & Joliet Rd.
Countryside, IL

December 14 -15, 2013
MSDA WINTER STAMP SHOW
Midwest Stamp Dealers
Lindner Conference Center
610 E. Butterfield Rd.
Lombard, IL

Contact: Ray D. Perry
920-469-8925
fiveperrys@athenet.net

Please use stamps on all
your mail!
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March 8-9, 2014
ROCKFORD ’14
Rockford Stamp Club
Forest Hills Lodge
1601 W. Lane Rd.
Rockford, IL

11/13

March 14-16, 2014
ASDA MIDWEST POSTAGE
STAMP SHOW
American Stamp Dealers Assoc.
Linder Conference Center
610 E. Butterfield Rd.
Lombard, IL

YOUR
Business Card
Could Be Here!

MEMBERS ONLY FREE CLASSIFIED AD
Maximum free ad 25 words twice a year. Must be WFSC member club, memberat-large (MAL), or individual belonging to a WFSC member club. Include club
name, MAL status, or name of club in which you hold membership: not included in
25-word count. Deadline 1st of month preceding month of issue. Send to:
Aimee Devine, Editor, ATFP, 2111 E. Luther Rd., Janesville, WI 53545,
spanishmoss72@sbcglobal.net

FROSTYPEX ’13
St. Aloysius Gonzaga Hall
1435 So. 92nd St.
West Allis, WI

BAYPEX ’14

Write about a favorite item for the
next ATFP!

St. Aloysius Gonzaga Hall
1435 So. 92nd St.
West Allis, WI

December 7-8, 2013

Green Bay Philatelic Society
St. Matthew Catholic Church,
Multipurpose Room
2575 So. Webster Ave. (parking in rear)
Green Bay, WI
9:00 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Share your interests with fellow
Wisconsin collectors.

9/14

November 9, 2013

STAMPFEST’14

Contact: Carol Schutta
6814 Southview Cir.,
West Bend, WI 53090
262-388-1453
harryncarolschutta@gmail.com

POLARPEX ’14

Free Ad Eligibility (Club/MAL/Membership: ___________________________
___________________________________________________________
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